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The Burren 
 

A tour for the Alpine Garden Society 

 

A Greentours Itinerary 

 

Day 1 

Arrive Dublin, Botanic Gardens at Glasnevin, then to County Clare 
 

A mid-morning arrival will allow us to visit Glasnevin, whose fabulous plant 

collections are almost secondary to the exquisitely restored and planted glass 

houses, especially the Turner Curvilinear Range and the Great Palm House. The 

national herbarium is also housed here. We’ll take lunch at Glasnevin and then 

spend the afternoon driving westwards to County Clare.  
 

As evening draws in we’ll reach one of Europe’s most distinctive landscapes, the 

Burren, its limestones ribboned with cracks and crevices. For a few short weeks in 

late spring this stark terrain hosts a fabulous show of flowers, a colourful pastiche 

of gleaming yellow Hoary Rockrose, dark blue, sometimes pink Milkwort, all 

splashed with the brilliant red of Geranium sanguineum. 

 

Days 2, 4 & 6 

The Burren 
 

Formed millions of years ago beneath long-forgotten tropical seas is a unique 

landscape. Although the rock may appear bare and barren, the agricultural 

tradition is strong, dating back almost 6,000 years. Countless livestock graze the 

hills in winter, clearing the ground of tough grasses and making way for a 

wonderfully diverse and lovely spring flora. Look closer at the initially completely 

wild looking landscapes and you‘ll see plenty of evidence of man’s long stay in 

this terrain. There are over eighty tombs dating from the Mesolithic to the Iron Age 

scattered across the limestone, the most famous Poulnabrone, a gravity-defying 

portal dolmen that has perched here for over 5,800 years, guarding the remains 

of 22 people buried over the course of six centuries. 
 

The Burren though is perhaps most famous for its unusual and beautiful flora. It’s 

not so much the diversity – over 70% of Ireland’s 900 species are found here – 

more it’s the great beauty of both the flowers themselves and the way in which 

they grow. The Burren is famous for its orchids with 24 out of Ireland’s 28 species 

having been found here. Some flower later but still we’ll see the fine spectacle of 

massed Early Purple Orchids, here in an unusual mix of purples, pinks and whites! 

The ‘spotted orchids’, Dactylorhizas, come in a bewildering variety. There’s the 

lovely almost ivory Dactylorhiza okellyi, unique to Ireland and there’s the 

delicately coloured varieties of Early Marsh Orchid, purple-lined coccinea and 

salmon pink cruenta. Common Spotted and Heath Spotted Orchids are … 

common, and there’s the local Dactylorhiza kerryensis, an offshoot of the majalis 

group. And there’s Dense-flowered Orchids too and they are not rare! It may 

seem surprising to find this distinctive little orchid here as one would more normally 

associate it with warmer Mediterranean climes, but it’s not the only seeming 
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imposter here. For what fascinates more than anything about the Burren and its 

flowers is the juxtaposition of Arctic-Alpine with Mediterranean and these in turn 

rubbing shoulders with the Lusitanian. The latter are plants from the warm and wet 

Atlantic fringes. The windflower Dryas octopetala might be the classic Arctic 

representative whilst showering slopes in a lovely blue is Gentiana verna a species 

more normally associated with Europe’s high mountains. We’ll seek the lovely 

Fairy Foxglove on miniature cliffs, whilst little fairy dells are decorated with large-

flowered Butterwort, Fen Violet and heath Dog Violet (and their hybrids) and we’ll 

find local rarities too such as Pyramidal Bugle.  

 

Day 3 

Arran Islands & The Cliffs of Moher 
 

Our hotel is just up the road from the famous bird colonies on the Cliffs of Moher 

and so we’ll have a chance to get great views of Puffins as well as Razorbills, 

Guillemots and Black Guillemots. Sheep’s-bit Scabious lines the path through the 

tight turf, perfect habitat for the odd Chough or two, and we’ll also hope to see 

Peregrine here. 
 

Grey Seals eye us warily as we explore saltmarshes where we’ll find Lax-flowered 

Sea Lavender and Sea Mouse-ear. Nearby dunes are home to Irish Narrow-

leaved Eyebright and to both Pyramidal Orchids and to Dactylorhiza okellyi. 

 

Day 5 

Loop Head & the Bridges of Ross 
 

Loop Head sticks way out into the Atlantic and so the scenery is wonderfully wild 

and the tight coastal turf full of colour too. Loop Head’s very visible cliffs have 

given geologists much to ponder in recent times as they study the formations 

made 320 million years ago in what was a giant submarine fan delta below 

equatorial jungles, somewhat different from the exposed almost treeless outlook 

today! The coastal heath above the cliffs is more colourful in the late summer but 

there’s much to keep us interested in the spring with Early Purple Orchids and 

Lesser Sea Spurrey as well as plenty of Thyme decorating the pathsides. 
 

Nearby we’ll have a chance of seeing some seabirds maybe including a 

shearwater or two from the famed Bridges of Ross. And this is also a good place 

to see Dolphins, Porpoises and even the occasional Whale. 

 

Day 7 

Departure from Shannon 
 

We’ll have a relaxing breakfast and a chance for a little further local exploration 

or to check out anything we’ve missed before heading to Shannon Airport for a 

middle of the day departure. 
 

 

If you would like to ask about any other aspect of this holiday, please call 01298 

83563 or email us at enquiries@greentours.co.uk.  
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To Book a on this Holiday please fill in the booking form which you can download 

from www.greentours.co.uk (also found in the Greentours brochure) and post to 

Greentours, 8 Eliot Close, Armitage, Rugeley, WS15 4UP, UK. Tel +44 (0)1298 83563. 

After booking your place you’ll receive a confirmation letter and a detailed 

information pack will be dispatched twelve weeks prior to departure. Flower, bird 

and butterfly checklists are available. 
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